
Get to that extra level of shine
CHAMOIS & SQUEEGEE

Natural and synthetic chamois really help bring 
out that extra shine and detail on a vehicle.

natuRal chamois

synthetic chamois
All-synthetic alternative to natural chamois. 
These uniform cloths wick up huge amounts of 
water. Unlike natural chamois, synthetic cloths 
do not produce lint. They can also be used to 
pick up spills quickly.

100%, cod-oil tanned, natural chamois 
used by professional car detailers 
everywhere.  Note: Dimensions are 
irregular; expect some variation in  
total square inches.

vehicle squeegee
Every garage should have several of 
these economical window squeegees 
on hand. This two-in-one tool scrubs as 
well as it squeegees.

item description pack
497 210 sq. in.

10
498 240 sq. in.

500 306 sq. in.

505 380 sq. in.

item description pack
480 15 x 16 in.

12485 14 x 20 in.

490 18 x 20 in.

item description pack
37200 vehicle scrub/squeegee 12

SPONGES
Soft porous mops
The two main categories of sponges are natural cellulose and synthetic. Cellulose sponges offer 
more scrubbing action. Synthetic sponges release solution quicker and are a good choice on soft 
surfaces that might scratch such as laminates.

item description [in.] pack

1 cellulose utility, medium 24

2 cellulose utility, giant 24

3 cellulose utility, jumbo 12

4 aqua, medium 24

5 aqua, large 24

8 smoke restoration, 2 x 9.5 x 3 36

12 synthetic hydra, 2 x 6.5 x 4.5 30

13 synthetic hydra, 2.75 x 7.5 x 5 30

474 cellulose scouring, white 40

476 cellulose scouring, green 40

477 polyester scouring, green 40

Synthetic sponges clean delicate surfaces with heavy soil (grit) because they flood the surface, suspending 
the grit within the surfactants and water. This provides protection against scratches. 
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